Positivity or the stronger notion of complete positivity, and contextuality are central properties of quantum dynamics. In this work, we demonstrate that a physical unitary-universe dilation model could be employed to characterize the completely positive map, regardless of the initial correlation condition. Particularly, the problem of initial correlation can be resolved by a swap operation. Furthermore, we discuss the physical essence of completely positive map and highlights its limitations. Then we develop the quantum measurement-chain formula beyond the framework of completely positive map in order to describe much broader quantum dynamics, and therein the property of contextuality could be captured via measurement transfer matrix.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum dynamics, which lies in Hilbert space, is explicitly distinct from classical mechanics and stochastic dynamics, although there are some similarities and connections among them. As the properties of quantum dynamics, superposition and uncertainty have been explored greatly, while nowadays along with the development of quantum control and computation [1, 2] etc, the notions of complete positivity, entanglement, nonlocality, and also contextuality are of fundamental concern and more interest to researchers.
The generic frameworks to describe quantum dynamics include theories of quantum channel [3, 4] and quantum trajectory [5] , in this work we focus mainly on the former one. As quantum state, namely density matrix, could be treated as one positive semi-definite operator, quantum dynamics is characterized as a map acting on the state. A formal theory based on positive and completely positive (CP) maps provides a well-defined mathematical framework [3, 4] , from which the microscopic Markovian dynamics can be derived associated with a semigroup structure [6] [7] [8] . The CP map, which is also known as a quantum channel, corresponds to the operator-sum representation (OSR) [9] . However, the limitation is that CP map is not enough to describe all quantum dynamics, since CP map is only a subset of positive map. Recently the limitations of CP map cause much attention, namely, the initial correlation issue. It is proved that a map with initial classicalquantum state, which has null quantum discord, can be written as a CP map [10, 11] . We will show that, via a swap operation trick, the open-system dynamics can always be written as a CP map when there is any initial correlation.
We analyze the physical properties of CP map employing a "unitary-universe dilation model". We then show that the dilation model has limitations when applied to describe all quantum dynamics, for which we rather explore a different framework for the rest of the work. It is proved that, beyond the dilation model, the OSR form with state-dependent Kraus operators could be constructed for a positive, non-CP map between any two quantum states [12] . The state-dependent OSR form could be understood as state-dependent quantum measurement with memories and feedbacks. One constructive and operational quantum measurement-chain formula is developed in this paper to describe quantum dynamics beyond the dilation model. The quantum measurement transfer matrix, which is the analogue of transfer matrix in classical stochastic dynamics, captures the contextuality of quantum dynamics. Contextuality, originating from the KochenSpecker theorem [13] , can be described via inequalities [14] or measures of contextuality [15] . A common example of contextuality of quantum observable is that for observable A commuting with B and C, which do not commute with each other, the measurable values of A can be different when it is measured together with B or C. Technically, the reason is that one operator can have different decompositions, i.e. finegrained structures, which can lead to physical effects in practice. In this work we take a generalized notion of contextuality [16] , without focusing on the exact distinctions of different notions. Briefly, we say there exists contextuality of one operator (density matrix, observable, POVM (positive operatorvalued measurement) etc), if the fine-grained structure of the operator causes measurable physical effects.
In this work, we study issues relating to properties of complete positivity and contextuality, by employing the unitaryuniverse model and quantum measurement-chain formula, respectively. The paper mainly contains two parts. In section II, we study the mathematical framework for CP map, and particularly analyze the initial correlation problem, which can be solved via a swap trick in the unitary-universe dilation model. We define a physically positive map to address the limitations of CP map. Also, the limitations of Bloch vector dynamics in Heisenberg picture are discussed. In section III, we study the quantum measurement-chain formula, and properties of measurement and weak-measurement transfer matrices. The contextual property of quantum dynamics is demonstrated. At last we conclude briefly in section IV. We introduce in the notation for convenience, that if two systems S and E are correlated, we denote S ∞E, and if two systems S and E interact (do not interact), we use S ↔ E (S E).
II. COMPLETELY POSITIVE MAP
In this section, we briefly review the standard framework of CP map, and then establish the unitary-universe dilation model to interpret the physics. For the initial correlation problem, we employ the swap operation and discuss one example to demonstrate its viability. Then we discuss the properties of physically positive map and hermitian map, and highlight their limitations.
According to operator theory, quantum state ρ is treated as a trace class, positive semidefinite operator acting on Hilbert space H, and ρ ∈ T (H). A map Φ : T (H) → T (H) is positive iff it maps a state ρ into a state Φ(ρ). A map Φ is completely positive (CP) iff Φ⊗1 m is positive for any m ∈ Z + . Stinespring dilation theorem and Choi's theorem [3, 4, 17] state that a CP map takes the form
and the dilation is said to be minimal for N = n 2 , where n is the dimension of the Hilbert space H. If
the map is trace-preserving (TP). Note that a CP map Φ induces the CP map Φ ⊗ 1 m , i.e. if map Φ is CP, then for all m, the positive map Φ ⊗ 1 m is also CP, which follows from the tensor product property of CP map.
A. Unitary-universe dilation model
Kraus studied the physical essence of CP map, and established the operator-sum representation (OSR) [9] , which forms a physical dilation model for CP map. The model we study below is termed as unitary-universe dilation model (uu), in which a system S is distinct from the rest of the universe E, and the universe evolves unitarily. In the usual case, suppose the initial universe state is the product of system state ρ S and environment state ρ E , and the global evolution is unitary U, then the final state of the system, denoted as ρ t S , after tracing out environment is
where ρ E = i λ i |e i e i |, and the Kraus operator will take the form K i j = √ λ i e j |U|e i . The minimal dilation is attained when the Kraus rank is n 2 for n dimensional system.
The OSR form has the properties as follows: i) the Kraus operators are independent of system state; ii) the map Φ ⊗ 1 m acting on ρ S M could be written in OSR form, with M as arbitrary ancilla acted on by 1 m with dimension m; iii) there are unitary freedom for the Kraus operators. All the properties are consistent with the requirement of the dilation theorem, which is that there cannot be initial correlation between system and environment, since the state ρ S M needs to be arbitrary. In other words, the requirement of CP is in conflict with the initial correlation between system and environment. This point agrees well with Pechukas's argument [18] (on 3ed page) that it is not always possible to prepare a global state ρ S EM , where system S and ancilla M are correlated while the reduced state of system and environment ρ S E is as arbitrary as we choose.
However, in physical reality, initial correlation between system and environment is possible. This is the main origin of the CP problem. The initial condition for u-u model is S ∞E, and S E, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 1 . The dimensions of S and E are arbitrary.
There have been some results dealing with the initial correlation problem [10, 11, [20] [21] [22] [23] . It is proved that a map with initial vanishing quantum discord type correlation can be written as CP map [11] . However, the map will depend on the system state, and the system state can only be in a restricted class, thus conflicting with the requirement of CP. A positive map with initial correlation can be written in affine map form [22] , yet it is not CP anymore. One approach is developed employing one so-called assignment map [23] , which needs to be linear, consistent, and positive at the same time. However, it is shown that the assignment map can only be linear at the expense of giving up positivity or the consistency. Despite all the difficulties, it turns out by a simple swap trick studied below, which also has been used in other studies [1, [24] [25] [26] [27] , the u-u model corresponds to a CP map on the system regardless of the initial condition.
Suppose the state of system S acts on n dimensional Hilbert space H, and there exists a copy of this space which then forms a part of the environment Hilbert space, the corresponding system is denoted as ancillary-environment A. Let the state of S + E be ρ S E , the state of A be ρ A = tr E (ρ S E ), and the swap operator V S A act between the system and ancillaryenvironment before the evolution of the universe, and thus
where
As the result, the dynamics with initial condition ρ S E ⊗ ρ A and evolution U S E ⊗ 1 A is equivalent to that with initial condition
The swapped u-u model is depicted as the right panel in Fig. 1 . The final system state ρ t S could be expressed
where Kraus operator K i j = √ p i ψ j |W|ψ i , and eigenvalue
The form (4) defines a CP map which maps the system state
by the set of Kraus operators {K i j }. Note in the above the ancillary-environment A is different from the ancilla M in the discussion of CP map. The choice of the initial state of the ancillary-environment A is unique since for the case with initial correlation, given the state ρ S E , the only reasonable initial system state is tr E (ρ S E ), which is just encoded in the state of the ancillary-environment.
As to the dimension issue of the swapped u-u model, it is clear to observe that if the total dimension of the Hilbert space for E+A is n 2 , the model becomes rightly the minimal dilation model for CP map. In this case, the dimension of the Hilbert spaces for E and A is both n. In other words, we find that the swapped u-u model is indeed a particular kind of model for dilation, with bipartite environment and a special form of unitary evolution W. This restriction of dilation results from the initial correlation, since the formation of the initial correlation itself already reveals some information of the dynamics.
We conclude that a CP map requires dilated unitary evolution and null initial correlation, and can always be characterized by the unitary-universe dilation model, regardless of the physical initial correlation condition. As the result, we extend the validity of CP map to the case with initial correlations provided the whole universe in the model evolves unitarily.
B. Convert non-completely positive map to completely positive map
We analyze the form of swap trick in this subsection. If the system is a single qubit, the required swap operation is simply the two-qubit swap gate SWAP = 1 2 3 i=0 σ i ⊗ σ i . For a qutrit system, it is the two-qutrit ternary swap gate [26] . For many-body open-system with initial correlation, the dynamics is more complicated generally, since there could be multipartite correlations and k-local interactions. A form for general qudit swap gate and the algorithm to design it has been constructed [27] . For practical applications, the circuit design and implementation of the swap operation are feasible.
Next, we discuss one simple yet precise example to show that how to convert non-CP map to CP map. Suppose a system qubit initially forms the maximally entangled state with the environment qubit as |ψ = √ 2 2 (|00 + |11 ), where the states |0, 1 can be polarization, electron, or phonon states etc in practice. The simple evolution on the two-qubit "universe" is assumed to be U = e −iθX⊗X , with θ ≡ gt, g as coupling constant, t as time. The dynamics of the single-qubit system cannot be written as CP channel generally due to initial entanglement. With the method of swap trick above, one ancillary qubit is added to the universe with maximally mixed state ρ A = 1 2 diag(1, 1). According to formula (4), and using the Bell's basis to carry out the trace, the CP map on the system qubit with state σ S = 1 2 diag(1, 1) will be represented by four Kraus operators corresponding to a minimal dilation,
which is a single-qubit depolarization channel. Another way to demonstrate the CP map is to show the positivity of the Choi's matrix [4] . According to channel-state duality, a channel Φ on a qudit is CP iff the Choi's matrix C = d(Φ⊗1)(|ξ ξ|) is positive, with maximally entangled state |ξ
It is direct to check that the Choi's matrix for the depolarization channel in this example is the identity operator, which is clearly positive.
C. Limitation of the unitary-universe model
The only physical requirement of quantum dynamics is positivity, and so is the tensor product of quantum dynamics (in Schrödinger picture). Yet, there exists mismatch between the positive map and physically realizable processes. The domain of a positive map is the whole set of state space T (H). While some physical operations, e.g., partial transpose, can only be realized on a restricted class of states, although they are not positive. All positive map is supposed to be realized physically. However, the problem is whether all physical dynamics is positive or not. Let us define a new class of map, the physically positive (PP) map. Observe that a physical dynamics may only live in a subspace of the whole Hilbert space and realize a restricted class of state. We can introduce the class of "non-universal positive" map, which acts on state ρ in a subspace of T (H). Then the PP map contains the positive map acting on all state in T (H) and the" non-universal positive" map on a restricted class of state. As the result, we have the set relation
where we have included the set of hermitian map H and Markovian dynamics M for completeness. Consequently, we can describe partial transpose as a PP map acting on the class of separable state plus states which also stay positive under partial transpose. Now let us analyze the limitations of CP map and the uu model. In the u-u model, the unitary evolution U of the universe can be reduced to a map on system S as Φ, or a corresponding map on environment E as Φ ′ . The map Φ which acts on system is CP iff Φ ⊗ 1 m is positive for any m and ancilla M. However, the physical problem is that the ancilla M needs to exist, which cannot be a part from the environment E, FIG . 2: Schematic diagram for the quantum measurement-chain model. The quantum system is prepared in ρ 0 , the measurements M n are performed on the system resulting in states ρ n , n = 1, 2, · · · , the quantum transfer matrix is Υ. The arrow represents the direction of evolution.
since the unitary operator U acts containing the whole environment. Thus the ancilla M can only be outside of this original universe of S + E. This point indicates that the essence of CP map is not whether there is initial correlation or not, but instead, it is that the universe needs to evolve unitarily. For the case with initial correlation, we extend the universe with the ancillary-environment A, and the new universe S + E + A still evolves unitarily such that ancilla M is outside. As the result, for quantum dynamics beyond CP, the universe has to evolve non-unitarily. Note that if the evolution of the universe is a CP channel, then it can be further dilated to a unitary evolution resulting a CP map on system again. For the nonunitary universe model, the map on the universe is restricted as Φ U ∈ PP \ CP, resulting in another map Φ S ∈ PP \ CP on the system. However, there will not be a precise universal formula for PP map.
III. QUANTUM MEASUREMENT-CHAIN FORMULA
In this section, we investigate a theoretical framework different from the CP map. For comparison, the Bloch coherence vector and affine map form is discussed in appendix A, where its limitations are analyzed. There are basic differences among the various frameworks to be highlighted. The affine map form takes the quantum state as a vector, which can be visualized in the configuration space. However, the coherence vector is generally multi-dimensional, and the dynamics of many observables need to be determined in Heisenberg picture. While in CP map form, the quantum state is treated as a whole, i.e. one operator, so the detailed structure (e.g. different decompositions) of the state cannot be revealed. As we know, although quantum state is a positive operator, the same density operator could be physically prepared differently. In other words, the fine-grained structure of quantum state has physical consequences, which manifests the contextual property [16] . By analogue with classical probability theory, below we develop a different technique to describe quantum dynamics, and the property of contextuality can be directly captured.
Let us recall some basic classical probability theory [2]. The classical system is represented as a random variable X, which at each particular time t can take values within a set. A single-step (one-shot) stochastic dynamics is described by transfer matrix T . A stochastic dynamics is Markovian iff T is independent of variable X, and X n only depends on X n−1 and T . Thus, X n = T n X 0 . Classical Markovian chain satisfies Chapman-Kolmogorov equation
This equation has an alternative form, p(x 3 , t 3 ) = dx 2 dx 1 p(x 3 , t 3 |x 2 , t 2 )p(x 2 , t 2 |x 1 , t 1 ). Quantum dynamics is expressed as matrix equations (for finite dimensional case), and thus looks similar with stochastic dynamics. However, there are differences between quantum dynamics and classical stochastic dynamics. First, for the notion of probability, classically it originates from the ignorance of the detailed underlying causal dynamics, which means that, the uncertainty will be eliminated if the details are available. While probability in quantum dynamics comes from measurement and the related decoherence of superposition or entanglement. Furthermore, based on OSR form, quantum measurement is actually not random, that is, in a measurement
, each operation M i results in exactly one corresponding result. The other difference is that quantum dynamics contains coherence, and it is contextual, i.e., different basis can exist in reality leading to various decompositions; on the contrary, classically only one basis exists and thus the dynamics is decohered or de-contexted, for instance, the state X and transfer matrix T have a common basis, namely, {0, 1, 2, . . . }. In appendix A, we show that the channel matrix R for a dynamics and the quantum state can be expressed in the same operator basis; however, quantum dynamics is one affine map instead of a linear map, and the channel matrix R is not a probability matrix.
A. Quantum measurement transfer matrix
A quantum measurement-chain is a chain of measurements acting on the state ρ of a quantum system. Denote the chain with n measurements as Fig. 2 . A quantum dynamics can be modeled as a measurement-chain, since any two quantum states can be connected via the OSR form [12] . The measurements do not need to be of the same rank, i.e. the number of operations. The effect of the measurement-chain is just the composition of their corresponding channels. Although state ρ n after the n-th measurement only depends on the measurement M n and ρ n−1 , the measurement M n can contain the information of the states of former steps and the initial state. Thus the measurementchain is generally non-Markovian. A standard Markovian dynamics is described by Lindblad equation, which can be derived from the CP map [6] [7] [8] with state-independent and timeindependent Kraus operators. We say a quantum dynamics is non-Markovian if it can not be described by Lindblad equation and equivalently other forms such as Redfield equation. A measurement-chain becomes Markovian if each measurement in the chain is independent of state and occupies infinitesimal time; then the generator of the channel is the sum of those for the building channels via Lie-Trotter decomposition [28] . In addition, there are different quantum Markovian-chain theo-ries in literatures, e.g. quantum walk theory [29] , and consistent history theory [30] , yet there is no measurement-chain.
Let us construct a measurement-chain with two measurements M = {M i } and N = {N j } for the sake of convenience, and further generalization is straightforward. Note the measurements could depend on system state generally. Suppose there is no evolution except during the measurement processes. A quantum state prepared in ρ 0 , after the first measurement M, becomes
which can also be written as
After the second measurement N, the state becomes
with q j = tr(N † j N j ρ 1 ), j q j = 1. The probability for the second measurement can be decomposed as
m ji forms the quantum measurement transfer matrix Υ, which is the analogue of classical transfer matrix T . The quantum states after each measurement are represented via the probability vector Q = (q 1 , q 2 , · · · ), and P = (p 1 , p 2 , · · · ), and therefore
A general form is expressed as P n = Υ n,n−1 P n−1 , where Υ n,n−1 transfers vector P n−1 for state ρ n−1 to P n for state ρ n (n ≥ 2). m ji could be called the quantum transition probability, and has the properties
Υ is a lefty stochastic matrix, of which each column sums up to one and all elements are nonnegative. If the ranks of the two measurements are the same, Υ is square matrix. For Markovian case, by comparison with Chapman-Kolmogorov equation (6) , the correspondence is
Furthermore, the matrix Υ has the feature that its formula depends on the measurement steps and the quantum state. As we know the channel formula is fixed for a simple Markovian quantum dynamics, however, the matrix Υ varies generally, which we treat as the manifestation of the property of contextuality. Open-system quantum dynamics is contextual generally. A context is formed by arbitrary two successive measurements M n−1 , M n , and the quantum state ρ n−2 on which the measurement M n−1 is implemented. Notably, we find that when the measurements in the chain reduce to projective measurements, the matrix Υ will not depend on the system state, and thus the dynamics is "de-contexted", and then we say there is no contextuality anymore. For the construction above of the measurement-chain with two measurements, if they are projection-valued measurement (PVM), and binary for simplicity, namely, M = {|m + m + |, |m − m − |} and N = {|n + n + |, |n − n − |}, the matrix Υ takes the form
which is a doubly stochastic and symmetric matrix. If there exists evolution between the measurement processes, it will not be symmetric. It is interesting that the measurement transfer matrix formula relates to the scattering matrix (S-matrix) approach to particle physics, and the general form of Υ with POVM measurements could be treated as a generalization of the S-matrix. For the chain of PVM, if each measurement is the same, the matrix Υ becomes identity operator.
The property of contextuality of quantum dynamics concerns the differences between PVM and POVM. In the chain of PVM, the information of the initial quantum state is lost, so in this sense, PVM is maximally destructive. On the contrary, POVM does not destroy the information of the initial quantum state completely at once, so there will be coherence and thus contextuality in the dynamics, until the system is eventually decohered. We will analyze some examples in the next section to demonstrate the points.
B. Examples: contextuality in quantum dynamics
In this section we employ the quantum measurement-chain formula to analyze some standard physical models. First, let us consider the exponential decay process described as amplitude-damping channel. Starting from the state |ψ 0 = α|g + β|e , the system decays to the ground state |g for equilibrium. We model the decay process as a chain of POVM measurements, each of which takes time τ, and the two Kraus
T is the life time of excited state |e [1]. The system state after the n-th measurement is
The measurement transfer matrix between the (n − 1)-th and n-th measurements takes the form
and the asymptotic form at equilibrium is
) etc are used to calculate the elements of Υ n,n−1 . It is clear that the formula of the measurement transfer matrix Υ n,n−1 depends on the measurement steps. From its formula, we can see that the transition probability from K 2 to K 1 is 1, which intuitively manifests the roles of the two Kraus operators, namely, K 2 causes the decay of the excited state population, while K 1 causes both decay and decoherence, and in the long-time limit the effect of K 1 dominates. Although decay process also exists classically and some quantum decay processes can be modeled by classical dynamics, however, classical decay process is not contextual, since no coherence exists at least classically. As the result, we see that the quantum decay process is contextual, and contextuality captures the primary properties of quantum dynamics.
Next, we analyze the Stern-Gerlach experiment with sequential measurements, where no contextuality exists. A beam of electrons will split into two branches after passing through the magnetic field. The effect of the magnetic field is a selective quantum measurement, i.e. the branches of the state are selectively distinguished via different spatial paths. Note the POVM in quantum decay process above is not selective, though. Suppose the sequential measurements are alternate along z-axis and x-axis. Based on formula (12), the transfer matrix becomes
which is all the same for each step, and thus the dynamics is de-contexted. Still, there exists quantum property responsible for the Stern-Gerlach experiment, which is the superposition of quantum state. The state | ↑ x will be a superposed state when expanded and measured in the basis of | ↑ z , ↓ z . This example indicates that the notion of contextuality is different from superposition, yet both of them rely on the existence of quantum coherence.
C. Weak-measurement transfer matrix
In this section, we show that the formula of measurement transfer matrix can be generalized. Suppose the first measurement M on system ρ 0 is weak, in the sense that we record some information of the system (observable) without changing the state significantly [31] , the system state becomes ρ 0 ≃ ρ 0 , and then perform the second measurement N which provides the post-selection. The probability becomes 
with A = tr(Aρ 0 ) = j ̟ j Aq j . The weak value ̟ j A reduces to the original form for PVM case [31] . Note that in equation (16) , N † j N j can also be viewed as one observable with expectation valueq j , then the weak transition probabilitym ji is just the weak value of N † j N j pre-conditioned on the operation M † i M i .
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work, the properties of open-system quantum dynamics, namely positivity and contextuality, were studied. These two notions are defined from different standpoints (such as there are differences between nonlocality and entanglement). Quantum dynamics is distinctive from classical mechanics and stochastic dynamics, but there is no unique concept that could capture the essence of quantumness or openness completely. From our study we can see that the property of contextuality is much more basic than complete positivity. We demonstrated the limitation of completely positive (CP) map. We verified that the CP map can be modeled physically by the unitary-universe dilation model, which provides an elegant method to resolve the initial correlation problem. As a subset of physically positive map and hermitian map, CP map is not sufficient to describe all kinds of quantum dynamics. Therefore we develop the quantum measurement-chain formula, which is natural to describe the property of contextuality of quantum dynamics. The fine-grained structures of quantum operators (including density matrix, observable, and measurement etc) would result in realistic effects since quantum dynamics occurs not only in Hilbert space, but also in spacetime associated with quantum reference frame such that different basis and decompositions exist physically. Quantum contextuality directly relies on the fine-grained structure of quantum operator and quantum coherence. The traditional way to reveal contextuality is to employ inequalities of expectation values of non-commuting observables, which indeed relies on the fine-grained structure of operators too. The formula of measurement transfer matrix can be viewed as a new way to understand contextuality.
The framework of using swap operation to resolve the initial correlation problem could have further applications in channel theory, and quantum control etc. Also, problems of quantum and semi-classical non-Markovian quantum dynamics with initial correlation could be studied by applying swap trick. The measurement, and weak-measurement transfer matrix formula can be used in measurement theory, and analysis of quantum-classical transition etc.
